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Part I: The Problem

WARNING: Some may find these images 
disturbing – massive destruction and smoking 

ruins will be shown

Photos courtesy State of Ohio Urban Search & 
Rescue Task Force #1Rescue Task Force #1













“What Do Standards and the US National 
Grid Have To Do With Hurricane Katrina?”Grid Have To Do With Hurricane Katrina?

On 27 August 2005 I was tasked by the Bolivar County  MS Office of On 27 August 2005 I was tasked by the Bolivar County, MS Office of 
Emergency Management to find 2-4 people with solid computer skills to 
respond to the Mississippi Emergency Management Agency’s 
Emergency Operations Center in Jackson to help prepare written 
documents in support of the Hurricane Katrina operationdocuments in support of the Hurricane Katrina operation.
We were soon tasked by MEMA to help provide map support using 
“that GSI stuff” for emergency responders and decision makers.
One of the very first products we were tasked with making was a map y p g p
for search and rescue.  The specifications were that it should contain 
streets with a 1-mile x 1-mile grid squares that could be uniquely 
addressed.  The extent of the map should cover the three coastal 
counties (Jackson, Harrison, and Hancock).( , , )



So we made 250 of these and had them laminated and sent to the field…



Two days later…

Katrina had made landfall and the devastation exceeded most 
expectations

The search area was expanded to include Stone  Lincoln  The search area was expanded to include Stone, Lincoln, 
George, and Pearl River counties.

I realized very quickly that I had screwed up.  How was I to 
expand the map to encompass the new search area without 
altering the grid ID’s being used already?



We’ll use PLSS – what genius! (NOT!)



There is a better way…

It’s called the US National Grid and it would have greatly facilitated the 
solution to a lot of other problems:

Reporting of locations for evac, SAR activities, recoveries, etc…
It was already being used by 70,000 emergency responders – we call them 
the MILITARY (USNG is equivalent for most purposes to the Military Grid 
Reference System)
Comes complete with ready made grid boxesComes complete with ready made grid boxes
Solves many other problems for emergency managers by allowing them to 
manage an event using maps to provide a common, spatially-based, 
operational framework.



This 1:50,000 
map was producedmap was produced
in support of the
2009 Presidential
inauguration and
furnished to the 
FBI’s Washington, DC
field office by the
Center for Interdisciplinary
Geospatial Information
Technologies at Delta 
State University.  The
purpose of this map andpurpose of this map and
an accompanying atlas
was to provide decision
makers and responders
with a common, 
spatially-basedspatially based
operational framework
based on the US
National Grid standard.



A sample USNG-based map
book page created using 
1km x 1km USNG grid squares1km x 1km USNG grid squares
assembled into 4km x 5km
polygons.  The polygons are
used to drive map book creation.
Th 4k 5k t t hThe 4km x 5km extent was chosen
such that each page may be
printed at 1:24,000 scale using
most standard letter-sized printersp
and the scale is consistent with
standard USGS map products.  
Content includes information 
layers important to emergencylayers important to emergency 
responders. Note that both a 
local (sequential) page number
and USNG page number are
provided.  Once understood, most
geospatial professionals should be
able to replicate this map quickly if
provided the data source (DC GIS)provided the data source (DC GIS), 
US National Grid coordinate for the 
lower-left corner of the map, and 
the scale.



The 4km x 5km polygon layer used
to define page extent serves as
the overview map for an atlas-
style construct.  Because each 
page is based on US National 
Grid, each page may be assigned 
both a local page number and aboth a local page number and a 
universally unique and 
standardized US National Grid 
page number.  Therefore, the map

id ifi i fpage identification for an area 
beyond extent shown in the 
overview may be easily 
determined by a responder anddetermined by a responder and 
requested on demand.





Why not use Lat/long, state plane, 5’ grids, 2.5’ 
grids  UTM  etc ?grids, UTM, etc…?

Latitude/longitude
Many different position reporting formats
Just how far is 1 minute of longitude anyway?
Ever tried to fix a position to within 10-m using a paper map and 
DMS?

But we have GPS!!!
Which works great when you’re not

In heavy weather
An urban environmentAn urban environment
In a time of National crisis when the system gets shut off

And is fantastic if
Can remember the “-” sign when plotting longitudes
You like to lug around batteries
Enjoy watching football on 13” black and white TV’s
Can manage not to loose it while slogging through the mud but still can afford to give 
one to every person involved in a rescue.

But the #1 REASON IS THAT THE US NATIONAL GRID IS A 
NATIONAL STANDARD!







www.nsgic.org/events/2006annual_presentation/sunday_oct1/03statemembercaucus/nationalgridpaper.doc





National Search and Rescue Committee

http://www.uscg.mil/hq/cg5/cg534/nsarc/Gita_March08.pdf



Some Important Points About The US National Grid

The US National Grid is not intended to replace current geospatial data The US National Grid is not intended to replace current geospatial data 
storage methods or mapping and spatial measurement methods, but 
rather is designed to provide supplemental information for use in 
determining position by creating a common language of location.
The US National Grid is extremely similar to the Military Grid 
Reference System – the primary difference is that MGRS uses WGS 84 
as the datum and USNG uses NAD83.  For nearly all appropriate 
USNG applications  the difference between these two datums is USNG applications, the difference between these two datums is 
insignificant.  Thus, if USNG is not available (as is the case in some 
older model GPS units and mapping packages), users may use MGRS 
as if it were USNG as a means of last resort.



The Bottom Line

US National Grid is a standard standards promote US National Grid is a standard – standards promote 
interoperability and reduce operational friction when more 
than one agency/entity are involved
US National Grid works and has been tested in numerous GIS US National Grid works and has been tested in numerous GIS 
applications and GPS devices, however many users have 
limited experience and knowledge regarding implementing 
such standards driven map production and presentationsuch standards-driven map production and presentation.
Additional modules about the implementation of US National 
Grid are provided in additional lessons available from this 
source and the FGDC eb sitesource and the FGDC web site.


